Silent Gliss Pli-sol and Duette

Inspiration

Silent Gliss Pli-sol –
window fashion styles for every season
An elegant and comfortable interior
requires perfect sunshading. With our
Pli-sol and Duette systems you will have
a full programme of models and fabric
alternatives to choose from for ensuring an
ideal solution for your interior.

Shading for privacy
Use transparent or dim-out fabrics for different uses, privacy or for a better view from
your living room. With the large programme of fabrics with several degrees of shading
effect you will achieve the perfect atmosphere for your home.

Shading for the perfect indoor climate
You can easily control the brightness and the temperature of a room.
Our systems are easy to operate for protecting your furniture or your plants from strong
daylight. Many fabrics have an aluminium backing for maximum shading effect.

Different shapes and functions

The Silent Gliss Pli-sol and Duette models provide good solutions for all kinds of
window shapes, whether they are rectangular or have an irregular shape.
Operation possibilities: Handdrawn, crank, motor with a wall switch or remote control.

ns

A perfect dimout solution for an
after-dinner nap – or efficient sunshading
in the childrens room. The large fabric
assortment provides plenty of possibilities.

Allow for daylight – but close for privacy
when needed. The system can be adjusted
to any height, at the bottom, top or in the
middle of the window.

Operation of your pli-sol

Cord

Pull-grip

Day & Night model
Efficient shading with a light but dense
fabric providing comfortable light
conditions in the room during daytime –
and at the same time ensuring privacy.
In the same system you will have an additiChain

Motor – remote control

onal dim-out fabric for night-time use.

Silent Gliss Pli-sol is an exellent product for
wintergardens – every individual window
frame can be covered. The Pli-sol systems
offer small stacking dimensions to allow for
maximum sunlight. The choice of fabric is vital
for the function and comfort as well as for the
atmosphere of the room. An additional benefit
for northern climates - window coverings prevent the heat from escaping during the cooler
months.

Fabrics
The Silent Gliss Pli-sol and Duette collections include a number

Transparent fabrics

of functional and decorative fabrics of high quality. Different

These fabrics will reduce strong sunlight and allow

patterns and 3d-structures give stunning effects.

outward visibility. Viewing into the room from the

The shape of the pleated blind is very stable and it will always

outside is possible.

fold back to the original position.
Semi-transparent fabrics
The special shape of the Duette

Semi-transparent fabrics block strong sunlight but

provides an elegant look.

still allow for light coming into the room, depending
on the colour of the fabric. Strong colours block out
more light than bright colours.
Dim-out fabrics
Dim-out fabrics are used in bedrooms, conference
rooms and in all locations where complete dim-out
is needed.

Maintenance
The Silent Gliss Pli-sol and Duette fabrics
require very little maintenance. Many of
them are treated to be repellent to dirt and
moisture.

Topar and Topar Plus

Without Topar® Plus

With Topar® Plus

- repellent to water and oil-based 		
liquids (Topar Plus)
- protect the fabric against dirt
- repellent to dust, washable
- not sensitive to moisture, dirt from
insects or alkalic substances
- simple to clean ensures long life
- both sides of fabric are treated

Dustblock

Without Dustblock™

With Dustblock™

- repellent to dry dirt like dust and
smoke particles
- repellent to water and oil-based liquids
- simple to clean ensures long life
- both sides of fabric are treated

Fire retardant fabrics
For contract situations, fabrics with fire
retardant characteristics are an absolute
necessity, for privat homes these fabrics
offer added security. The Pli-sol and Duette
collections contain several fabrics which
are fire retardant according to DIN 4102 B1.
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